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QUESTION 1

You are monitoring the progress of the picking wave and notice that a rush order needs to be picked 

immediately. 

Which two steps should you take to complete the Picking Tasks as soon as possible? (Choose two.) 

A. Select the tasks in the Tasks UI, and confirm the pick in the UI. 

B. Select the tasks in the Tasks UI, select Cancel Task, and re-run the wave. 

C. Manually take the inventory from the location to the shipping area. 

D. Select the tasks and in the Tasks UI, select Change Task Priority to give the task a higher priority. 

E. Select the tasks in the Tasks UI, select Assign user, and let the picker know that he/she is to select the tasks for
immediate pick. 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You have a high demand item in the warehouse that you order from different vendors (e.g. copy paper). 

Each one of your vendors has its own item number and barcode for the item, and you have your own 

internal number for the item. You want to process fulfill orders using your internal number. 

What should you do in order to accomplish this? 

A. Create Alternate Item Codes in the Item Barcode UI to include all of the vendor\\'s item barcodes. 

B. Create a pre-pack item with the original item barcode as the parent and the vendor barcodes as child items. 

C. Create a different item in the WMS Cloud master data for each vendor. 

D. Capture the vendor\\'s barcode upon receiving in an inventory attribute, and then scan the inventory attribute during
each transaction that requires an item scan. 

E. Manage your workflow to only receive items form one vendor. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Your customer wants to have the Purchase order created in their legacy ERP system and download it to 
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Oracle WMS Cloud. 

Identify four mandatory field values that must be present in the Purchase order to be successfully 

downloaded to the WMS Cloud system. (Choose four.) 

A. Ship Date 

B. IB Shipment 

C. License Plate Number 

D. Vendor code 

E. item 

F. Item Quantity 

G. Purchase Order Number 

Correct Answer: DEFG 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Your company is looking for a simplified method for managing a group of reports. Identify the type of report used in
WMS Cloud that compiles multiple existing reports into a single document while executing each report in a single order. 

A. CrossTab Report 

B. Express Report 

C. Linked Report 

D. Chained Report 

E. Standard Report 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Both Item A and item B are batch-tracked items. Your customer has been using both the IBLPNs UI screen and the
Batch Management UI screen to manage batch-tracked inventory. Your customer only has reserve locations for storage
and doesn\\'t use systematic ASN verification process in WMS Cloud. There are two records in the Batch Management
UI screen of tem A and item B respectively, and these two records have the same value in the Batch Number field. In
the Batch Management UI screen, when you select the record of item A and apply a lock code, which two statements
are true? (Choose two.) 

A. Inventory History record 22 ?Lock Container ?Before ASN Verification will be generated 

B. Inventory History record 23 ?Lock Container ?After ASN Verification will be generated 
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C. This lock code will be applied to the record of item B automatically in the Batch Management UI screen. 

D. This lock code will appear in the Batch Nbr Lock field in the IBLPNs UI screen for all the IBLPNs of item a with this
batch number. 

E. This lock code will appear in the Number Locks hyperlink in the IBLPNs UI scree for all the IBLPNs of item A with this
batch number. 

Correct Answer: BD 
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